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 UNISYS

As Unisys does not provide all its services through its own resources, it may turn to 
third parties for deployment.

Security service capabilities: Unisys offers managed security services, expert consultants and advanced 
technologies to provide threat prediction, prevention, detection and response across the entire cybersecurity 
cycle for enterprise clients.

Flexibility, scale, agility and speed: The company’s solutions enable clients to quantify the financial risk of 
IT security, protect the growing volumes of data, users and devices as they join the environment. The services 
also help reduce complexity without interfering with the use of pre-existing infrastructure while optimizing the 
security environment and easing resource requirements.

Award-winning security portfolio: Unisys offers a portfolio of managed services with world-class solutions 
such as Stealth®, its incident response ecosystem. Other services include advanced endpoint protection, 
managed SIEM and managed device security.

Comprehensive cyber defense capabilities: The services leverage state-of-the-art technologies and perform 
specific steps to protect clients against emerging threats. They are backed by certified experts in Brazil and 
globally to help clients achieve their business vision.

Unisys is a U.S.-based company and has been running operations in Brazil for over a hundred years. In the 
cybersecurity area, it offers managed services across three categories – advanced endpoint protection, man-
aged SIEM and security device management. Through a partnership with Cylance®, it offers CylancePROTECT 
for advanced endpoint protection. The other two services are provided through the company’s own resources, 
including a security operations center in Brazil. Unisys maintains a strong presence in Brazil with 11 offices and 
a large client base that includes major state-owned banks and government agencies, supported by a network of 
service partners and 17,200 employees.
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Unisys offers the right set of technology, services 
and analytics to secure and streamline clients’ 

security operations.
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